(On some prints):

'Made in Australia' sign balanced on freeze frame of Helen Mirren's toe and leg emerging from water.

(in restored print this becomes part of roller title:
Made in Australia
by
Nautilus Productions Ltd.,

CAST

Bradley Morahan        James Mason
Cora                   Helen Mirren
Miss Mirren is a member of the Royal Shakespeare Company
Nat Kelly              Jack MacGowran
Ma Ryan                Neva Carr-Glyn
Isabel Marley          Andonia Katsaros
Hendricks  Michael Boddy
Ted Farrell Harold Hopkins
Cooley Slim de Grey
Television Interviewer Max Meldrum
New Yorker Hudson Faussett
His wife Peggy Cass
An art lover Eric Reiman
Godfrey Frank Thring (on some prints "the art dealer")
Levi-Strauss Tommy Hanlon Jnr.
Receptionist Dora Hing
Brisbane Birds • Meg Clarissa Kaye
  • Grace Judy McGrath
  • Edna Lenore Caton
  • Susie Diane Strachan
  • Ivy Roberta Grant
Newsboy Geoff Cartwright
and Lonsdale as "Godfrey"
(trained by Scotty Denholm)
Prince Nial as "Jasper"

(on some prints:

and Godfrey the dog Lonsdale
(Trained by Scotty Denholm)
Jasper Prince Nial)

THE END